Fatty acid-membrane interactions in isolated cardiac mitochondria and erythrocytes.
The effects of long-chain fatty acids on mitochondrial functions and red cell stability were studied. In albumin-containing incubation media, fatty acid distribution between the albumin-bound and the unbound fraction was estimated by calculation. When fatty acids are compared to one another on the basis of identical unbound concentrations, their effectiveness differs by orders of magnitude. Fatty acids stimulate mitochondrial basic oxygen consumption, thus lowering the respiratory control index, without changing the ATP/O ratio at lower concentrations. Lower concentrations increase Ca2+ uptake velocity, but decrease maximal Ca2+ storage capacity. The order of effectiveness of different fatty acids is the same for both oxidative phosphorylation and Ca2+ uptake. The influence of fatty acids on red cell stability in hypotonic media is similar to these effects both in concentration range and in order of effectiveness. The influence of fatty acids on red cell stability and their critical micellar concentrations were investigated because these are general characteristics of 'detergent-like' compounds. Critical micellar concentrations of the fatty acids in physiological salt buffers are, in general, at least 10-fold higher than the concentrations exhibiting membrane effects in vitro. Based on these findings it is suggested that, of the various concentrations reported in literature for myocardial non-esterified fatty acids, only the lowest values are physiologically possible.